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2011 Winter Mulching  

Operations Summary-  

Rainbow Lake, AB Prescribed Burn Unit 

 
 

Summary: 
 

In March of 2011 FPInnovations staff traveled to Rainbow Lake to create research plots 

in a prescribed burn unit.  Work was conducted using a Gyrotrac GT-18 rotary mulcher, 

creating three ‘grid-mulched’ plots along with several ‘control’ lines.  The grid-mulched 

areas are to evaluate their effectiveness as fuel reduction treatments, and the control lines 

were established to monitor their effect on fire behaviour.  Work was completed over a 

three day period. 

 
Area 1: 
 

In area 1, both a grid-mulched 

plot and two control lines were 

established.  A seven strip by 

seven strip square grid resulted 

in a plot roughly 40 meters by 40 

meters (Figure 1).  The plot 

consisted of four meter by four 

meter (4 m x 4 m) retention 

patches, spaced one blade width 

(approximately three meters) 

apart. 

 

Figure 2 shows the location of 

the plot and the control lines in 

relation to the burn unit.  Figure 

3 shows the mulcher working 

through the timber, and the 

resulting line from one of the 

passes. 

 

The vegetation in area 1 was small black spruce with scattered openings, resulting in 

some retention patches with very little standing timber remaining. 

 

The control lines were pushed in approximately 15 to 30 meters perpendicular to an 

existing seismic line.  Half of the line was one blade with (~ 3 meters) and half was 

doubled (~ 6 meters). 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Representation of the first grid-mulched plot. 
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Figure 2.  Mulched areas in Rainbow Lake Presecribed Burn unit, showing both the control lines and 

the outline of the grid plot in yellow. 

 

 
Figure 3. Photos of the Gyrotrac GT-18 working in area 1. 
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Area 2: 
 

In area two both a grid-mulched plot 

and a control line were created.  The 

grid-mulched plot consisted of six 

strips by six strips, creating a plot of 

approximately 35 meters.  The same 

dimensions for the retention plots 

were used (4 meters squared 

separated by one blade width).  The 

north and east sides of the plot were 

made two blades wide, to facilitate 

turning the machine around for 

subsequent passes without knocking 

additional trees over. 

 

Timber in this area was thicker, with 

less open spaces scattered 

throughout, resulting in more standing timber left in the retention plots. 

 

A control line of approximately 30 meters was created, with half of the line a single blade 

width and half of the line doubled. 

 

 
Figure 5. Mulched area in Rainbow Lake Presecribed Burn unit, showing both the control line and 

the outline of the grid plot in yellow. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Representation of the second grid-mulched plot. 
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Figure 6.  A mulched line in the taller spruce found in the second mulched plot. 

 

 
Area 3: 
 

Area three consisted of both a grid-

mulched plot and a control line 

(Figure .  The plot was moved 

from its originally designated area 

in Unit 1B to Unit 1C due to a 

change in the unit boundaries.  

Moving the plot south in Unit 1B 

was decided against due to the 

patchiness of the fuel in that area.   

Due to the sparse vegetation in this 

area, retention plots of eight meters 

by four meters (8 m x 4 m) spaced 

one blade width apart (~3 m) were 

chosen.  Again, the east and south 

side lines were doubled. 

 

Two control lines were established in this area, both one blade width (~3 m) and spaced 

approximately three meters apart.  Both lines were created off of an existing seismic line. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Representation of the third grid-mulched plot. 
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Figure 8. Mulched area in Rainbow Lake Presecribed Burn unit, showing both the control line and 

the outline of the grid plot in yellow. 

 

 

 
Figure 9.  Photo of Gyrotrac GT-18 working in area three. 
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Figure 10. Photo of finished grid-mulched plot in area three. 

 

 
Lessons Learned: 
 

The trip was a learning experience for both the operator and the researcher.  Some lessons 

learned are summarized below. 

 

- Snow depth may cover and hide surface fuels, but was not a major hindrance to 

machine operability 

- While on slight slopes (hummocks) tracks would slide sideways.  Some straight 

lines were difficult, as sliding sideways would knock over additional trees thus 

widening the line. 

- Flagging out each line in advance proved less effective then completing one line 

at a time and using it to establish the adjacent line.  This process, while slower, 

allowed compensation and corrections if required. 

- Turning the machine around at the end of a line usually resulted in more trees 

being knocked over.  Backing up was one option, however in tight vegetation care 

had to be taken to not snag trees that fell into the line after the machine made its 

first pass.  Doubling the line width, when available, gave the operator room to 

turn around. 

- In some thick vegetation, a chainsaw operator working in conjunction with the 

mulcher could cut trees that fell into the mulched lines.  This would allow the 

mulcher to pass through again without dragging these trees and subsequently 

knocking over trees in the retention spaces. 

- Several passes with the machine were necessary to both push the trees over and to 

break up the larger fuels. 


